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In this paper, we present a framework for object categorization via sketch graphs that incorporate
shape and structure information. In this framework, we integrate the learnable And–Or graph model, a
hierarchical structure that combines the reconﬁgurability of a stochastic context free grammar (SCFG)
with the constraints of a Markov random ﬁeld (MRF). Considering the computation efﬁciency, we
generalize instances from the And–Or graph models and perform a set of sequential tests for cascaded
object categorization, rather than directly inferring with the And–Or graph models. We study 33
categories, each consisting of a small data set of 30 instances, and 30 additional templates with varied
appearance are generalized from the learned And–Or graph model. These samples better span the
appearance space and form an augmented training set OT of 1980 (60  33) training templates. To
perform recognition on a testing image, we use a set of sequential tests to project OT into different
representation spaces to narrow the number of candidate matches in OT . We use ‘‘graphlets’’ (structural
elements), as our local features and model OT at each stage using histograms of graphlets over
categories, histograms of graphlets over object instances, histograms of pairs of graphlets over objects,
and shape context. Each test is increasingly computationally expensive, and by the end of the cascade
we have a small candidate set remaining to use with our most powerful test, a top-down graph
matching algorithm. We apply the proposed approach on the challenging public dataset including 33
object categories, and achieve state-of-the-art performance.
& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Object category recognition is plagued by two opposing needs,
particularly when the categories have high intra-class variance.
1. One wants many training instances to recognize the many
appearances an object can have when learning.
2. One wants few training instances to match to when performing
inference.
This issue is generally resolved by solving one problem or the
other – either the task becomes classiﬁcation [9,23,19,28,14,26],
in which case many training instances are used to learn a
classiﬁer that labels an entire image, or few candidates are used
to learn a single generative model [4,8,10,11,22] that can often
only recognize classes of object that are similar in appearance and
is computationally intensive to perform inference with.
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To solve this problems, we use a compositional model capable
of representing object categories together with a cascaded discriminative prune and a top-down graph-matching algorithm in a
systematic pipeline.
We solve the problem (1) of needing many data points for
training by learning an ‘‘And–Or Graph’’ model [20,17,13] from a
few training instances. This model was ﬁrst presented by Han
et al. [13] and Chen et al. [2] to capture the variability of object
appearances. The probability model on the And–Or graph are later
deﬁned in [18,20] that allows us to learn its parameters in a
uniﬁed way for each category. We can then draw samples from
this model that, though perceptually similar in appearance to the
original training data, are novel instances. This gives us better
coverage of the appearance space of the object category and
augments our training set. The similar idea is discussed for face
expression recognition proposed in [11].
We then solve problem (2) by pruning the augmented data set
using a cascaded prune to arrive at a small set of candidate
categories and objects for a target image. At each stage we project
our large training set into a different space and narrow down the
candidates that could match our target image. We can then activate
a ﬂexible graph-matching algorithm [16] to search the image for the
small number of candidates remaining. Similar approaches have
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performed top-down matching using just a generative model, such
as K-Fans or the constellation model [8,4,10,24]. However, these
approaches might not be able to learn large structural variations like
the And–Or graph can, and they are computationally expensive to
perform inference with [25,21]. Our use of generalized samples
helps us represent the object space better and our sequential tests
help the efﬁciency of our top-down matching. A preliminary version
of this work was introduced in [17].
Our data consist of sketch representations of objects, in which
perceptually important parts have been outlined in a graphical
format, with each image composed of nodes and edges. The left
and right columns of Fig. 4 show examples of objects in this format.
During the inference phase, raw testing images are also converted
to a sketch representation, from which we use their local structural
elements (called graphlets) as our features. Graphlets are merely
combinations of edgelets deﬁned by their topological relations to
one another. Fig. 1(b) shows two typical sketch graphs from raw
images with graphlet detection. A dictionary of common graphlets
is learned for each category for this task, as shown in Fig. 6.
The sequential tests that we implement are a four stage
process that prunes the candidates in a coarse to ﬁne manner,
both in the number of candidates kept at each stage and the
computational complexity of the object representation. Each
discriminative test is a simple nearest neighbor ordering of the
candidates, but the representation of the candidates changes at
each stage. We ﬁrst model each category as a category histogram
and use nearest neighbor to select a set of candidate categories
that the target may belong to [7]. We then model each remaining
object in each remaining category as a sparse vector in a bag of
words approach. We next augment our vectors to include graphlet
pair relations, before ﬁnally using shape context [1] as our distance
metric. By the end of this pruning stage, we have a feasible
number of candidates left to match, if any.
Our ﬁnal veriﬁcation stage uses a graph matching algorithm
[16]. This algorithm can match objects in sketch representation,
even under large geometric changes in appearance. If the algorithm matches any candidates, it ﬁnds the warping of the object
that best ﬁts the target. The combination of these two algorithms,
along with the set of sequential tests, is what allows us to
recognize objects with highly varied appearances.
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We show detailed experiments on classifying and recognizing
objects from 33 categories, based on the augmented training data.
We also show that our system performs better with synthesized
data than without generalized samples, proving the importance of
augmenting our dataset with samples from the And–Or graph. In
addition, we show the classiﬁcation rate of our approach as the
number of training instances increases, compared to the sate-ofthe-arts learning-based categorization methods.
All the data used in our experiments are selected from the Lotus
Hill dataset [29], including both annotated images for And–Or
graph learning and raw testing images with their category labels.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. We brieﬂy
review the And–Or graph representation and discuss the principle of
synthesizing instances with the learned object models in Section 2.
We then follow with a description of the inference schemes with
quantitative experiments and comparisons in Section 3. The paper is
concluded in Section 4 with a discussion of future work.

2. Augmenting the training set with And–Or graphs
The And–Or graph for representing and recognizing objects
was proposed by Lin et al. [17,18] recently, and a learning and
sampling algorithm is presented in [20]. It is a compositional
model capable of creating novel instances from a small set of
training data. By combining a stochastic context free grammar
(SCFG) with the constraints of a Markov random ﬁeld (MRF), it
can represent the variability seen in many object categories yet
still constrain the appearances of these objects so that they are
perceptually equivalent. Intuitively, for each object category, the
basic structural components (object parts or sub-parts) and
corresponding relationships are essential and ﬁnite, like the basic
words and grammar rules, and thus can be learned from a few
typical instances, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and (b). Furthermore, a
huge number of object conﬁgurations can be synthesized from
the learned And–Or graph that are representative of the in-class
variability of each object category, as illustrated in Fig. 4(c).
In the following, we ﬁrst brieﬂy review the And–Or graph
model and then describe the principle of sampling new instances
from the learned And–Or graph model.

Fig. 1. Illustration of object category recognition. Three typical testing images from 33 categories are shown in (a). The related sketch graphs are computed with graphlet
detected in (b). A cascade of discriminative steps prune candidate categories and objects, as well as to localize the objects. Some candidates are shown in (c). A layered
graph matching algorithm is ﬁnally used for top-down veriﬁcation, as shown in (d).
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Fig. 2. A speciﬁc object category can be represented by an And–Or graph. (a) shows one example for the bicycle category. An Or-node (dashed) is a ‘‘switching variable’’ for
possible choices of the components and only one child is assigned for each object instance. An And-node (solid) represents a composition of children with certain relations.
The bold arrows form a sub-graph (also called a parse graph) that corresponds to a speciﬁc object instance (a bicycle) in the category. The process of object recognition is
thus equivalent to assigning values to these Or-nodes to form a ‘‘parse graph’’. This structure of And–Or graph is hand-deﬁned. (b) Several synthesized bicycle instances
using the And–Or graph to the left as training data.

2.1. The And–Or graph for object modeling

Table 1
Relationship function deﬁnitions.

The And–Or graph can be formalized as the 6-tuple
G ¼ /S,V N ,V T ,R,P, SS,
where S is the root node, VN are non-terminal nodes for objects
and parts, VT are terminal nodes for the atomic description units,
R are a set of pairwise relationships, P is the probability model on
the graph, and S is the set of all valid conﬁgurations producible
from this graph. We denote V ¼ V T [ V N for all nodes in the graph.
In Fig. 2(a), the root node S is an And node, as bicycle must be
expanded into handle, seat, frame, front wheel, rear wheel, while
the handle node is an Or node, as only one appearance of handle
should exist for each instance of bicycle. Each Or Node V OR
has a
i
distribution pðoi Þ over which of its o ¼ f1; 2, . . . ,Nðoi Þg children it
will be expanded into. V T ¼ ft 1 ,t 2 , . . . ,t T n g represents the set of
terminal nodes. In our model, the terminal nodes are low-level
sketch graphs for object components. They are combined to form
more complex non-terminal nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
R ¼ fr 1 ,r 2 , . . . ,r NðRÞ g in the formulation represents the set of
pairwise relationships deﬁned as functions over pairs of nodes
ðvi ,vj Þ A V, as well as singleton relationships over a single node
vi A V. We deﬁne
a

b

r a ¼ f ðvi Þr b ¼ c ðvi ,vj Þ,

ð1Þ

where the former denote a singleton relationship function and the
latter a pairwise relationship function. These relationships are
deﬁned at all levels of the graph. For any graph node vi, assume its
relative position, orientation, and scale are, respectively, denoted

Relation

Type

Function

Aspect ratio

Singleton

sxi =syi

Position X

Pairwise

9X xi X xj 9=sxi

Position Y

Pairwise

9X yi X yj 9=syi

Scale X

Pairwise

Scale Y

Pairwise

Orientation

Pairwise

sxi =sxj
syi =syj
9gi gj 9

Concentricity

Pairwise

ðX xi X xj Þ2 þ ðX yi X yj Þ2

as ðX xi ,X yi Þ, gi , and ðsxi , syi Þ. Then we can specify the relationship
functions fðvi Þ and cðvi ,vj Þ in Table 1. Clearly, more suitable
relationships can be easily incorporated to this list to make the
representation richer.
P ¼ pðG, YÞ is the probability model over the graph structure.
As the And–Or graph embeds an MRF in a SCFG, it borrows from
both of their formulations.
Following the SCFG [3], the structural components of the And–Or
graph can be expressed as a parse tree, and its prior model follows
the product of all the switch variables oi at the Or nodes visited:
Y
pi ðoi Þ:
ð2Þ
pðTÞ ¼
iAV

Let pðoi Þ be the probability distribution over the switch variable oi
at node V OR
i , yij be the probability that oi takes value j, and nij the
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number of times we observe this production, we can rewrite p(T) as
pðTÞ ¼

oi Þ
Y
Y Nð
iAV

OR

n

yijij :

ð3Þ

j¼1

The MRF is deﬁned as a probability on the conﬁgurations of the
resulting parts of the parse tree. It can be written in terms of the
pairwise energies between parts (i.e. graph nodes) as well the
singleton energies. Suppose R1N is the number of singleton constraints, and R2N the number of pairwise constraints, we have
P
PR2N b b
P PR1N a a

b ðc ðvi ,vj ÞÞ
b ¼ 1 ij
/i,jS A V
pðCÞpexp i A V a ¼ 1 ai ðf ðvi ÞÞ exp
,
ð4Þ
b

where aai and bij denote the co-efﬁciencies for the corresponding
relationship functions.
Therefore, we obtain the ﬁnal expression of P ¼ pðG, YÞ, as
pðG, YÞ ¼

1
expfEðgÞg,
Z

ð5Þ

1

EðgÞ ¼ logðpðTÞÞ þ

RN
XX
iAV a ¼ 1

X

aai ðfa ðvi ÞÞ þ

2

RN
X

bbij ðcb ðvi ,vj ÞÞ,

ð6Þ

/i,jS A V b ¼ 1

where Z denotes a normalization constant. Y ¼ ðy, a, bÞ are related
parameters of the probability model.
In this work, the meaningful structures of And–Or graphs are
hand-deﬁned, and the parameters Y ¼ ðy, a, bÞ can be learned by
an efﬁcient minimax entropy method. The algorithm for learning
the parameters of the model proceeds in two steps. The detailed
And–Or Graph learning process was proposed in [20].

 We ﬁrst learn the parameter y for the switch variables of p(T)


by MLE, which are just the sample frequencies of the decompositions of each node.
We then iteratively select signiﬁcant relationships that help
the model best match true statistics for that object class. After
each relationship is added, we iteratively update the parameters a and b for all relationships.

2.2. Generating new object instances
One of the important features of the And–Or graph model is its
ability to learn representations from a small sample set as well as
its ability to generalize to a combinatorial number of novel
instances. Thus, we can ﬁrst learn the model for each category,
yet still recognize objects in a testing set that were never seen
before. The generation of new object instances from the model
comprises two steps: (i) sampling for tree structure (i.e. to select
object parts) and (ii) sampling for relationships (i.e. to decide the
spatial arrangements of parts).
(I) We ﬁrst sample the tree structure p(T) of the And–Or graph.
This is achieved by starting at the root of the And–Or graph and
decomposing each node into its children nodes recursively. And
nodes are decomposed into all of their children, while an Or node
VOR
selects one of its children to decompose into according to the
i
learned switch probability pðoi Þ. Intuitively, this process is very
similar to generating a sentence from a SCFG [3] model. This
continues until all nodes have decomposed into terminal nodes.
The output from this step is a parse graph of the hierarchy of
object parts, though no spatial constraints have been imposed yet.
For example, we may have selected certain templates for the
wheels, frame, seat, and handle bars of a bike, but we have not yet
constrained their relative appearances and spatial arrangements.
(II) To further arrange the parts spatially, we use Gibbs
sampling to explore the relationships for each pair of parts (i.e.
graph nodes). At each iteration, we update the value of each of the
relationships that exists between each pair of nodes at the
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same level in the parse graph. The parameters for each relationship are inherited from the And–Or graph, as deﬁned in Table 1.
The process of relationship sampling is consistent with the
relationship learning described in [20], and the relationships are
represented as histograms of the relationship functions. Given the
relationship functions in Table 1, we determine the range of the
histograms using the maximum and minimum values observed
over the training examples in the learning process. In practical,
these histograms each are divided into 15 bins. Given a learned
relationship in the model, we can thus calculate its response for
every value of the relationship function.
In our algorithm, for each relationship r k A R between a pair of
graph nodes ðvi ,vj Þ A V, we arrange the two nodes so that the
response of this relationship is changed. And the responses of other
relationships co-related with this arrangement should be taken
into account as well. Then we can accordingly obtain the change of
energy dk for the parse graph by observing the new values of any
relationship functions that were altered by the arrangement. This
energy is easily calculated by plugging the affected relationship
responses into our probability model pðG, YÞ. We record this energy
and then make a new arrangement. Therefore, we can collect a
vector of energy changes fdk g for every possible arrangements.
For example, given a parse graph of a car, we would need to
update the relative position between the wheels and the body.
This would be two of the relationships (i.e. Position X and Position
Y) between this pair of parts that we would update during this
iteration. To achieve this, we set the size of the wheels to each
possible value that the relative position can take on, and then
compute the resulting change in energy of the parse graph. Any
relationships between the body and wheels that depend on the
relative position would be affected, as well as any relationships
between other parts that depend on the position of the wheels.
Once we have a vector of energy changes for a relationship rk,
we exponentiate to get a probability distribution from which we
sample the optimal value (i.e. arrangement with respect to the
relationship function) by Gibbs sampler. We then move on to
the next relationship or next pair of graph nodes. Note that the
procedure is the same for the singleton relationships and only one
single graph node is proceed.
This two-step sampling continues for 150 iterations in our
experiment, at which point we output the ﬁnal parse graph,
which contains the hierarchy we selected as well as the spatial
arrangements of the parts. In practice, we limit the number of
graph levels is less than 3. The overall process is described in the
algorithm below.
Algorithm 1. The sketch of generating new object instances.
Input: A learned And–Or graph model for a category pðG, YÞ
Output: A valid object instance (parse graph) G
1. Sampling for tree structure;
(1) Traverse the graph from root and activate children for Or
nodes by sampling p(T).
(2) Obtain an initial parse graph without relationship
constraints G0.
2. Sampling for relationships;
(1) Compute the initial energy of G0 by randomly setting
values for all relationships.
Loop for each pair of nodes ðvi ,vj Þ at all levels;
Loop for each relationship rk between vi and vj;
(i) Arrange vi and vj so that obtain the response of rk.
(ii) For every relationship co-related with vi and vj,
compute new responses.
(iii) We can accordingly obtain the change of energy
dk .
(iv) Repeat step (i)–(iii) for each value rk can take.
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(v) Normalize the energy dk to get a probability
distribution. Sample a new value from it to achieve an updated
parse graph Gi,j,k .
End loop.
End loop.
3. Output the ﬁnal generated parse graph G.
This sampling procedure thus selects the new relationship values
for the pairs of parts proportional to how much they lower the
energy at each iteration. As lowering the energy corresponds to
increasing the probability of this tree, we are sampling conﬁgurations proportional to their probabilities from our learned model.
Once we have a parse graph with all of the leaf nodes
appropriately arranged, we must impose an ordering on the
terminal nodes to create an appropriately occluded object. This
is a logistic issue that is needed to transform our object from
overlapping layers of parts into one connected structure. In our
experiment we hard-coded these layer values by part type. For
example, teapot spouts are always in front of the teapot base. We
are currently experimenting with learning an occlusion relationship between pairs so that we can sample this ordering in the
future as well. Once the ordering is determined, intersection
points between layers are determined and the individual leaf
templates are ﬂattened into one ﬁnal template.
By the end of this process we can produce samples that appear
similar to the training data, but vary in the arrangements and
conﬁgurations of their parts. Fig. 4 shows three And–Or graphs,
simpliﬁed for the sake of space. On the left of each we see
instances from three categories, teapot, clock, and car, and on
the right we see high and low resolution samples produced by the
And–Or graphs for these categories. We can see that the output
images are perceptually similar to the input images, though they
may have different part conﬁgurations than were observed, thus
comprising novel instances of the object.
The And–Or graph’s ability to generate novel instances is what
makes it particularly powerful for our task. By sampling a large
number of instances, we better cover the appearance space of an
object category, thus more accurately representing it in our discriminative tests and providing more candidates for our top-down
match. Fig. 3 illustrates this concept. The asterisks represent our
initial sample set, which does not cover much of the appearance
space. Using just the initial set, we would likely not match many of
the target images using nearest neighbor. However, with the
samples from the And–Or graph included, pictured as gray circles,
we can cover a much wider portion of the space, thus increasing the
probability that we would ﬁnd matches for this category.
Fig. 4(c) shows examples of these samples, along with the corresponding And–Or graph for that category (Fig. 4(b)). Compared with
the traditional methods having generalization ability (e.g., SVM,
PCA), the And–Or graph model advances in three aspects. First, due
to the meaningful sketch representation, the generated examples are

easy to be visualized and validated. Second, our generalization is
more effective, i.e. largely generalizing the original samples, because
we represent objects with compositional structures rather than
simply mapping objects into feature vectors. Last, the learning and
generalizing are separated in our approach, which helps us to well
supervise the object modeling process.
To quantitatively illustrate the And–Or graph’s ability to
synthesize new object conﬁgurations, we introduce a metric,
namely coverage, to show the minimum training size needed to
represent a category with our model. we collect a number Ms of
objects (about 50 for each category) which we assume span the
conﬁguration space. We then divide these objects into the training set Oa and testing set Ob . We then learn And–Or graph models
for these categories using an increasing number Mk of training
samples, i.e. the size of Oa keeps increasing. And we sample
c
instances fGi gM
i ¼ 1 from the learned model at each stage and match
to the objects in Ob . Here we simply match objects by geometric
alignment. Thus, we can count how many objects in Ob can be
generated from this model. The coverage is deﬁned as
c

Coverage ¼

b
SM
i ¼ 1 1ðGi A O Þ

Mb

:

Fig. 5 shows the results for ﬁve categories as the training size
increases. We can see that all categories can learn the maximal
coverage of the conﬁguration space with as few as ten archetypal
training instances.

3. Inference
We next describe how to perform inference using the augmented data set. We ﬁrst select a dictionary of ‘‘graphlets’’ to be
used as local features, and describe the approach to compute
sketch graphs from raw images using graphlet detection. Then we
use four sequential bottom-up tests and a top-down graph
matching algorithm to classify and recognize objects from raw
images over 33 categories.
3.1. Graphlets – ‘‘the Visual Words’’
We now have a huge training set of synthesized instances from
which to perform classiﬁcation and, ultimately, recognition. We
next learn a dictionary of graphlets to use as local features for
candidate pruning as well as building a sketch representation of
an unlabeled image.
Graphlets can be deﬁned by a 3-tuple g i ¼ ðV gi ,Egi ,Agi Þ, with Vgi
being a set of vertices, Egi a set of edges for connectivity of the
nodes, and Agi a set of attributes for position, orientation, afﬁne
transformations, and deformations of the graphlet.
It is straightforward to extract graphlets from a perfect sketch
representation using a depth-ﬁrst search algorithm. More complex topologies are given a shorter coding length to encourage the
algorithm to select bigger graphlets. We then cluster all the
graphlets found over all training instances based on their geometry and topological structure. Graphlets are only matched to
graphlets with the same topology, and a distance between these
pairs is deﬁned using a global afﬁne transformation Ai and a TPS
warping for deformation F i ðx,yÞ on a 2D domain Li covered by gi.
Dgeo ðg 1 ,g 2 Þ ¼ o1 EA ðg 1 ,g 2 Þ þ o2 EF ðg 1 ,g 2 Þ,

Fig. 3. Instances mapped into the appearance space. The original samples are too
sparse to cover the space, but samples from the And–Or graph increase coverage.

ð7Þ

ð8Þ

where EA ðg 1 ,g 2 Þ and EF ðg 1 ,g 2 Þ measure the afﬁne transformation
and TPS bending, and o1 and o2 can be assigned empirically
(o1 ¼ 0:08, o2 ¼ 0:92).
From these clusters we can further select which graphlets are
the most informative for each category. In our implementation,
the detectability of each graphlet g can be measured based on the
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Fig. 4. Examples of And–Or graphs for three categories (b), and their selected training instances (a) and corresponding samples (c). The samples (c) contain new object
conﬁgurations, compared with the training instances (a). Note that, for the sake of space, the And–Or graphs (b) have been abbreviated. For example, the terminal nodes show only
one of the many templates that could have been chosen by the Or Node above. (a) Instances for learning, (b) And-Or graph representation and (c) generated new templates.

mutual information between it and one given category c:
XX
pðg,cÞ
,
MIðg,cÞ ¼
pðg,cÞlog
pðgÞpðcÞ
g A Gc A C

ð9Þ

where p(g) denotes the graphlet’s frequency in one category, p(c)
denotes the category frequency, and pðg,cÞ denotes the joint
probability of occurrence of the graphlet and category. According
to the average mutual information in all categories, we select the
top 14 detectable graphlets, shown in Fig. 6 along with examples
of raw image patches they arise in. The distributions of each of
these 14 graphlets over 15 categories are shown in Fig. 7.
3.2. Sketch graph computation
To compare our target image to our training data, we must also
convert it into a sketch representation. To compute a sketch graph
G from a testing image I, we ﬁrst compute an edge probability

map using a learning-based BEL detector [6], which incorporates
approximately 50 000 low-level features. A few representative
examples of BEL detection results are shown in Fig. 8(b), where
darker pixels denote higher probability of an edge. The primal
sketch algorithm [12] is then run on the edge probability map to
obtain a sketch graph S (Fig. 8(c)). S is an attributed graph and can
reconstruct the original image using a dictionary DSK of small
image patches for edges and texture in the remaining areas. The
sketch graph can be decomposed into graphlets according to the
learned graphlet dictionary:
S¼

N
[

gi [ g0 ,

ð10Þ

i¼1

where g0 is the remaining line segments in S.
A compositional boosting [27] algorithm is then utilized for
graphlet detection, and the sketch graph G is decomposed into a
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algorithm [16] is powerful for matching one graph to another,
even under large deformations, it is far too inefﬁcient to exhaustively match each training instance to wij. We thus use our set of
sequential tests to map the training set into increasingly complex
spaces, keeping only the best matching subset of Otest at each
stage for the next test:

Coverage rate

Otest + O1 + O2 + O3 + O4 ¼ Oc ,
Lamp
Teapot
Bike
MP3
Mug

Number of training samples
Fig. 5. Plot showing the percentage of the testing set producible by an And–Or
graph model learned with an increasing number of training samples. We see that,
with very few samples, the And–Or graph can learn a model that covers nearly the
entire appearance space.

ð11Þ

where each Oi is a new test space and Oc is the ﬁnal candidate set
we use for graph matching. The best matching Gn A Oc is selected
as our ﬁnal match.
The number N of candidates we keep at each stage is
empirically determined as the minimum subset that produces
100% true positives. This ensures we never discard possible
matches, yet likely reduces our candidate set size. We also plot
a confusion matrix of the top N candidate categories at each stage,
which describes whether the true category is in the top N
candidate categories. From step 3 on, we not only prune categories, but also candidate templates from each category.
For ease in later notation, let us deﬁne the sketch graph within
our window of interest wij A W i ,T i A Otest as G0 . Each training
sketch graph will be represented as Gk A Otrain , and any graph
G is comprised of a set of graphlets GðGÞ ¼ fg 1 ,g 2 , . . . ,g nðgÞ g.
Step 1: Category histogram. At this stage, the frequencies of
graphlets in G0 and each template graph Gk are pooled over each
category Ci to be used as our data points Hi:
P
PnðGðGj ÞÞ
1ðg k ¼ ¼ zÞ
j A Ci
k¼1
:
Hi ðzÞ ¼
PnðGðGj ÞÞ
P
1
j A Ci
k¼1
The likelihood between HðG0 Þ and each HðGk Þ is then calculated,
and the top N candidates are selected to keep the true positive
rate at 100%. In our experiments, 15 categories remained, the
results of which are shown in Fig. 9(a). The training instances
from these 15 categories are carried to the next stage as O1 .
Step 2: Nearest Neighbor of Single Graphlet. We next convert
each G A O1 and G0 into a sparse vector Vj of graphlet weights.
Each vector represents the frequency of each graphlet along with
its weight(detectability) oi , computed when we ﬁrst formed the
dictionary. Suppose we have M training templates in each
remaining category, then each vector is
V i ¼ fCðg i1 Þ, . . . ,Cðg inðgÞ Þg ¼ fo1 N i1 , . . . , ok N inðgÞ g,
where Nk denotes frequency of each graphlet.
Then we use a parameterizing Hamming distance as our
nearest neighbor metric for classiﬁcation:

Fig. 6. The top detectable graphlets with typical examples from raw images.

HammingðV i ,V j Þ ¼
number of graphlets. A few typical results of computed sketch
graphs with their underlying graphlets are shown in Fig. 8(d).
3.3. Sequential test pruning
We collected 800 raw images at multiple scales from 33
categories to be used as testing images from the Lotus Hill Institute’s
image database [29]. These were converted to sketch graphs, as
described above, comprising our test set Otest ¼ fT 1 ,T 2 , . . . ,T N g. We
also selected between 30 and 50 annotated objects to learn the
And–Or graph from, which then generated 30 new samples in
sketch representation for each category. A combination of raw and
synthesized data formed the full training set Otrain ¼ fG1 ,G2 , . . . ,GN g
of 1980 (60  33) objects over 33 categories.
For each T i A Otest , we search over windows at multiple scales
and locations W i ¼ fwi1 ,wi2 , . . . ,wim g looking for objects from our
33 categories. Our goal is to ﬁnd the sketch graph Gn A Otrain that
best matches each window wij, if any. While our graph matching

nðgÞ
X

9oik N ik ojk N jk 9:

k¼1

We ﬁrst calculate the distance between our testing instance and
each training instance from the 15 candidate categories kept from
step 1. We then ﬁnd the 20 shortest distances within each category
and calculate the average distance between them. We keep the N
closest candidate categories for step 3 as O2 , which in our experiments consisted of eight categories with 30 candidate templates in
each category. The results of step 2 are shown in Fig. 9(b).
Step 3: Nearest Neighborhood via Graphlet Pairs. We next
introduce spatial information into our features. To capture spatial
information in the sketch graph, adjacent graphlets in each G are
composed into pairs of graphlets. From these pairs a dictionary of
composite graphlets can be learned as in Section 3.1, and the top
20 detectable composite graphlets are shown in Fig. 10. We then
vectorize each G just as in step 2, but using these graphlet pairs
instead of single graphlets. The distance metric used is again
Hamming distance. In this stage, however, we not only prune the
candidate sets, we also prune candidate graphs from each of the
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Fig. 7. The graphlet distributions in 12 categories for illustration. The graphlets are listed in order according to detectability.

top N candidate sets. We keep the top ﬁve candidate categories
and top 15 candidate templates from each of the three categories
to comprise O3 . Results from this step are shown in Fig. 9(c).
Step 4: Nearest Neighborhood via Shape Context. We next incorporate additional spatial information into each G by modeling it
using Shape Context [1]. The points comprising each G are used as
the input to the algorithm, and matching each possible Gk to G0
returns a warping energy. This energy is our distance metric, and we
keep the three categories with lowest average energy, and eight
candidate templates within those categories with lowest energy,
forming our ﬁnal candidate set O4 . Results are shown in Fig. 9(d).
Step 5: Top-down veriﬁcation with Graph Matching. Given the
pruned set Oc from our sequential tests, we can now perform the
last stage of recognition, top-down graph matching. The matching
algorithm we adopt is a stochastic layered graph matching algorithm with topology editing that tolerates geometric deformations
and some structural differences [16]. Following [16], we can use the
underlying graphlets from each G as the initial seed graphs, which
greatly improve the matching accuracy and efﬁciency. Some ﬁnal
candidate categories are shown in Fig. 11 and top-down matching is
illustrated. The input testing graph matches to candidate templates
and six selected matching instances are shown in Fig. 11. The ﬁnal
confusion matrix on 800 testing images is shown in Fig. 12(a), and
the classiﬁcation rate is 81.7%.
The presented results prove that we can reduce the size of our
sample set at every stage, yet keep classiﬁcation rate high. As the
confusion matrices at each step show the diagonal is darkened as
we keep more and more categories, as expected. In addition, at each
step, the off-diagonal elements get lighter. Thus we are keeping a
high true positive rate, while diminishing our false positive rate.
The top-down graph matching results show that we can
identify objects even if they are slightly dissimilar from our
candidate match. The ﬂexibility of this algorithm lets us identify
objects that have undergone slight pose or appearance changes.
Note that the power of this match relies on us having a
representative set of candidates with different appearances and
poses to match with, which were created via the And–Or graph.
However, the ﬁrst four pruning steps are important as well to
effectively narrow the searching space. We present an experiment

of only using the graph matching method for categorization. As
shown in Fig. 12(b), the correct rate is 74.6%, and it is 7.1% lower
than the complete framework.
Our system is implemented in the Matlab environment with a
common desktop PC, and has large room for improvement. It
takes around 3–5 h for training an And–Or graph model and
generalizing samples. In the inference, the ﬁrst four steps of
cascaded pruning are very fast while the top-down step needs
around 8–15 s for a matching. Therefore, for one testing, it will
cost around 5–10 h to match with all the candidates (1980
templates). In contrast, after the sequential pruning, there are
much fewer candidates, i.e. less than 30, and the ﬁnal veriﬁcation
thus takes less than 10 min. Hence, we obtain signiﬁcant
improvement for computation efﬁciency.
3.4. Comparisons and discussions
In the following, we further demonstrate the advantages of our
system by comparing with other methods.
First, we show the importance and beneﬁt of using synthesized
samples to augment our training set, as reported in Table 2. We
ran the algorithm using both a set of original data plus synthesized samples and with a sample set of just hand-collected data
(without generalized samples). In this experiment, we kept the
top 1 prediction for calculating classiﬁcation accuracy. The
bottom row, representing the results for the hand-collected data,
shows markedly worse performance than the bottom row, which
includes synthesized instances. This is evidence that synthesized
samples better cover the appearance space and produce better
recognition and classiﬁcation results.
Then we compare our approach with three state-of-the-arts
object categorization methods, particularly with small sample
sets. The tree-based classiﬁer (i.e. PBT [23]), part-based latent
SVM [9], and generative basis model [30] are adopted, and we
directly use their original codes and settings for fair evaluation.
Since the image features they proposed are different with ours,
e.g., Histogram of Gradients [5], or Gabor ﬁlters, we take the raw
images as inputs for these methods. For each object category, we
still put 60 instances (i.e. 30 original and 30 generalized) as
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Fig. 8. The sketch graphs computed from raw images. (a) Raw images. (b) Edge probability maps by BEL detector [6]. (c) Primal sketch results by [12]. (d) Reﬁned sketch
graphs with graphlet detection (a few selected graphlets are shown in colors). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

training data, and collect additional 50 original images for the
three comparing methods. To well evaluate the performances
with different data amount, we repeat the experiment of object
categorization as the number of training samples increases.
Fig. 13 reports the results of this experiment, from which we
can observe that our method outperform the others.
The advantages of our framework lie in the following aspects.
First, the three comparing approaches basically ignore object
semantics and construct classiﬁers based on image features; thus
the number of training data they needs exponentially increases
for the multi-class classiﬁcation task. By contrast, we introduce

the And–Or graph learned from annotated data, can be viewed as
a template of semantics (e.g., part decompositions and relationship deﬁnitions); the semantics are quite useful to guide the
learning with small sample sets. Second, the effective generalized
instances allow us to simply perform Nearest-Neighbor (NN)
based image classiﬁcation and achieve very good results, rather
than carefully selecting reference examples. Last, the hierarchy
that we construct for each object class is currently deﬁned by
hand. This is not terribly time consuming, as many of the object
classes only consist of a small number of different parts. We
can therefore deﬁne the high-level parts we are interested in
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Fig. 9. Four steps of cascaded prune. For each step, three confusion matrices show results with the top N candidate categories, and candidate templates are also pruned for
next step. The oi fi ¼ 1, . . . ,4g denotes the pruned templates space. (a) Step 1, (b) step 2, (c) step 3, (d) step 4.

(e.g., clock hands and clock frames) and arrange them hierarchically. We are considering techniques to help automate this
process and learn the hierarchy automatically.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, an empirical study of a system composed of a
compositional object model, a sequential testing scheme, and a

top-down matching method for object category recognition was
presented. We exhibited the And–Or graph model’s ability to span
the object conﬁguration space and showed a method to compute
sketch graphs using graphlets detection. In the inference process,
four stages of sequential pruning were adopted to narrow down
possible matches for a target image, and a graph matching
algorithm was used on the ﬁnal candidates for veriﬁcation. We
showed how our classiﬁcation rate varied as the number of
synthesized samples increased, and showed its improvement
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Fig. 10. Top 20 detectable composite graphlets and their distributions of selected 12 categories.

Fig. 11. The top-down graph matching veriﬁcation. Each testing graph matches with the candidate templates, and obtain the best candidate with lowest matching energy.

Fig. 12. The ﬁnal confusion matrix and comparison to classifying without sequential pruning. As shown in (a), we achieve an 81.7% classiﬁcation rate on classifying 800
testing images in 33 categories. In (b), we show the result of performing top-down matching directly with candidates, i.e. neglecting the ﬁrst four steps, and achieve 74.6%.
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Table 2
Results of classiﬁcation rate in each step with generalized samples and without
generalized samples. In each step, the classiﬁcation rate is calculated by cascaded
pruning.
Classiﬁcation rates

Step1

Step2

Step3

Step4

Final

With generalized samples (%)
Without generalized samples (%)

27.6
21.5

36.7
27.4

43.3
39.5

58.2
42.3

81.7
66.2

Fig. 13. Comparisons with other learning-based object categorization methods.
The experiment is performed as the training data increases. The vertical and
horizontal axes, respectively, represent the categorization rate and the number of
training examples. We use synthesized templates as training data for our framework, and use collecting images as training data for other comparing methods. The
blue curve represents the performances of our approach, and the other curves
denote the results by PBT [23], part-based latent SVM [9], and generative basis
model [30]. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

over the state-of-the-arts object categorization methods. The
experimental results and comparisons show that the use of
synthesized instances allows us to better represent objects with
large variability in appearance, and that our bottom-up discriminative prune combined with top-down matching is an efﬁcient
and accurate way to perform classiﬁcation and recognition.
In the future we plan to study more general approach to
unsupervisedly discover object category models with the And–Or
graph representation, and adopt more informative appearance
features in the framework.
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